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Abstract
In this paper we show that shue languages are contained in one-way-NSPACE(log n) thus in
P. We consider the class of shue languages which emerges from the class of nite languages
through regular operations (union, concatenation, Kleene star) and shue operations (shue and
shue closure). For every shue expression E we construct a shue automaton which accepts
the language generated by E and we show that the automaton can be simulated by a one-way
nondeterministic Turing machine in logarithmic space. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
The operations shue and shue closure have been introduced to describe sequen-
tialized execution histories of concurrent processes [11, 12]. Together with other oper-
ations they describe various classes of languages which have been extensively studied
(see [1, 2, 4{7, 13]). Here, we consider the class of shue languages which emerges
from the class of nite languages through regular operations (union, concatenation,
Kleene star) and shue operations (shue and shue closure).
It was known that shue languages are properly contained in the class of context-
sensitive languages and not comparable with the class of context-free languages. The
complexity of the shue operation was discussed in [5, 9, 10, 13]. In [5] it was shown
that the class of extended regular languages, ER, which is an extension of regular
languages by the shue closure operator only, is contained in NSPACE(log n) and in
P. On the other hand, in [13] it was shown that the language fabncdenf : n>0g⊗ is
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NP-complete, and also the problem of deciding for a sequence of words t; u1; : : : ; um
whether t 2 u1  u2     um or the problem of deciding for a pair of words t and
v whether t 2 v⊗ are NP-complete ( and ⊗ are shue and shue closure
operators).
The aim of this paper is to show that shue languages are contained in one-way-
NSPACE(log n) thus in P (see [3]). Observe that the class of shue languages can
only form a proper subclass of one-way-NSPACE(log n) since fanbn : n>1g is not a
shue language [6]. Besides, neither one-way-NSPACE(log n) nor NSPACE(log n) is
closed under shue closure, unless P=NP. This follows from the just mentioned fact
that the language fabncdenf : n>0g⊗ is NP-complete.
To prove our result we introduce a new tool { shue automata, which on one hand,
accept shue languages and on the other hand, they can be simulated by one way
nondeterministic Turing machines in logarithmic space. For every shue expression E
we construct a shue automaton AE which accepts the language generated by E and
we show that the automaton can be simulated by a one-way nondeterministic Turing
machine in logarithmic space. We use the Turing machine model with one-way read-
only input tape and a separate two-way read-write work tape. Only log n cells of work
tape can be used during computations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the notion of a shue
expression and a shue language, and we introduce shue automata. For every shue
expression E we construct a shue automaton AE and dene the computation with
distinguishable markers. In Section 3 we prove that the language accepted by AE is
equal to the language generated by E. In Section 4 for the automaton AE we dene
a nite set of types of markers and introduce a computation with nondistinguishable
markers. We do not distinguish markers of the same type and only have to remember
the number of markers of each type. This kind of computation is more economical
in terms of computational complexity. In Section 5 we show that computations with
distinguishable and nondistinguishable markers are equivalent. Finally in Section 6 we
show that computations with nondistinguishable markers can be simulated by a one-way
Turing machine with logarithmic space.
2. Shue automata
2.1. Shue expressions
Let  be any xed alphabet and  the empty word. The shue operation  is
dened inductively as follows:
 u =  u= fug, for u2 and
 au bv= a(u bv)[ b(au v), for u; v2 and a; b2.
For any languages L1; L2, the shue L1  L2 is dened as
L1  L2 =
S
u2L1 ; v2L2
u v:
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For any language L, the shue closure operator is dened by
L⊗=
1S
i=0
Li where L0 = fg and Li=Li−1  L:
Denition 2.1. Each a2,  and ; are shue expressions. If S1, S2 are shue ex-
pressions, then (S1 S2), S1, (S1 + S2), (S1  S2) and S1⊗ are shue expressions, and
nothing else is a shue expression.
The language L(S) generated by a shue expression S is dened as follows. L(a)=
fag, L()= fg, L(;)= ;. If L(S1)=L1 and L(S2)=L2, then L((S1 S2))=L1 L2; L((S1
+ S2))=L1 [L2; L(S1)=L1 ; L((S1  S2))=L1  L2, and L(S1⊗)=L⊗1 .
2.2. Examples
Before we come to a formal denition of shue automata we start with an intuitive
description and some examples.
A shue automaton A is a ve-tuple (Q;; q0; qf; T ), where Q is a nite set of
states,  is a nite input alphabet, q0; qf 2Q are two distinguished states { the initial
one and the nal one, T  ([fg) Q2 [fg  Q3 is a nite set of transitions.
We extend the idea of the nite state machine by introducing special states for the
shue and shue closure operator. Similarly, as for Petri nets, markers are introduced
and they take part in the process of accepting words by the automaton. Each marker
will be placed in a single state or in a set of states, so we can compare the marker
to a spider which has a nite number of legs and is moving its legs when performing
transitions of the automaton.
Below we consider three examples of shue automata constructed, respectively, for
a regular expression, for an expression with the shue operator and an expression with
the shue closure operator.
Let E=(ab) be the regular expression. The shue automaton AE is a nite state
Rabin{Scott automaton shown in Fig. 1, with arrows representing transitions of the
automaton. There is only one marker taking part in any computation. It has one leg
which is moved around and is placed in this state of the automaton which corresponds
to the nite control of the nite automaton. A word w is accepted by AE if there is
a sequence of transitions t= t1t2    ts which move the marker from the state q0 to q5
and the labels of t form w. For example, when accepting the word abab the marker
starts in the initial state q0 and visits subsequently q1; q2; q3; q4; q1; q2; q3; q4; q5. It is
obvious that AE accepts the language (ab).
For the expression F = ab c, the shue automaton AF is shown in Fig. 2. We still
have one marker. While performing an accepting computation the marker starts in the
initial state s with one leg and then proceeds with two legs until it reaches the nal
state e. For example, for the word acb, the marker moves as follows. It starts in s.
After performing the transition (; s; q1; q5) the marker has two legs, one leg is placed
in the state q1 and the other in q5. Then the transition (a; q1; q2) is applied and the
marker is placed in fq2; q5g (the rst leg was moved from q1 to q2). The consecutive
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Fig. 1. Shue automaton for (ab).
Fig. 2. Shue automaton for ab c.
Fig. 3. Shue automaton for (ab)⊗.
transitions change the positions of the marker into fq3; q5g; fq3; q6g; fq4; q6g. Finally,
the transition (; q4; q6; e) is applied, the marker has again one leg which is placed in e.
For the shue expression G=(ab)⊗, the respective shue automaton AG is shown
in Fig. 3. Now the situation is more complicated. There is one main marker M which
is initially placed in the initial state op. Each application of the transition (; op; q1)
creates a new marker which is a son of the main marker M . Consider a computation
of AG which accepts the word aababb2L(AG). We start with the main marker placed
in op. After the transition t1 = (; op; q1) is applied a new marker N1 appears in q1,
the main marker remains in op. The transition t2 = (a; q1; q2) places the marker N1 in
q2. Then t1 is applied again and a new marker N2 is placed in q1. The other markers
remain in their places, that is M in op and N1 in q2. Then t2 moves N2 to q2. The
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marker N1 is shifted to q3 by t3 = (; q2; q3) and then to q4 by t4 = (b; q3; q4). So far
the word aab has been processed.
Afterwards t1 is applied, this creates a new marker N3 in q1. Consecutive applications
of t2; t3; t4 move the marker N3 to q4. Similarly, t3; t4 move the marker N2 from
q2 through q3 to q4. Then we apply three times the transition t5 = (; q4; cl). Each
application of t5 kills one marker placed in q4 and eventually we only have the main
marker M in op. Finally, the transition t0 = (; op; cl) moves M from op to cl. Thus
the transitions
t1t2t1t2t3t4t1t2t3t4t3t4t5t5t5t0
were used to accept the word aababb. In the computation altogether four markers were
used (each of them had one leg during its whole life) { the main marker M which
was the father of three markers N1; N2; N3. A word w is accepted by AG if there is a
sequence of transitions t= t1t2    ts which satisfy the conditions:
 each transition ti moves either the main marker or one of its sons,
 a new marker (a son of M) can be born only if M stands in op,
 the transition t0 is applied at the end of the computation after all the sons have been
killed,
 the labels of t form w.
2.3. Construction of the automaton
Now for every shue expression E over the alphabet  we construct a shuf-
e automaton AE which is a ve-tuple (Q;; q0; qf; T ), where Q is a nite set of
states,  is a nite input alphabet, q0; qf 2Q are two distinguished states { the initial
one and the nal one, T  ([fg)  Q2 [fg  Q3 is a nite set of transitions.
We shall assume that the states of the shue automaton are of ve dierent kinds,
Q=ORD[OP [CL[ ST [END; where ORD is the set of ordinary states, OP is the
set of opening states, CL are closing states, ST are start states and END { end states.
The opening and closing states are introduced to simulate the shue closure operator ⊗.
The start and end states are used for the shue operator .
Denition 2.2. (Construction of the automaton AE =(QE; ; qE; fE; TE) for a shue
expression E.) The construction is inductive on the structure of E. For E= ; E= ;;
E= a, where a2, shue automata are dened as follows: A=(fq; fg; ; q; f;
f(; q; f)g); A;=(fq;; f;g; ; q;; f;; ;); Aa=(fqa; fag; ; qa; fa; f(a; qa; fa)g), wh-
ere all the states are ordinary ones, see Fig. 4. Suppose that for the expressions F and
G we have already constructed shue automata AF =(QF; ; qF ; fF ; TF) and AG =(QG;
; qG; fG; TG) such that QF \QG = ;.
(1) If E=F + G, then we take two new ordinary states qE; fE =2QF [QG, and set
AE =(QF [QG [fqE; fEg; ; qE; fE; TE) where TE =TF [TG [f(; qE; qF); (; qE;
qG); (; fF ; fE); (; fG; fE)g.
(2) If E=F G, then AE =(QF [QG; ; qF ; fG; TF [TG [f(; fF ; qG)g).
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Fig. 4. Automata for ; ;; a.
Fig. 5. Construction for shue.
Fig. 6. Construction for shue closure.
(3) If E=F, then we introduce two new, ordinary states qE; fE =2QF and dene
AE =(QF [fqE; fEg; ; qE; fE; TF [f(; qE; qF); (; fF ; fE); (; fF ; qF); (; qE; fE)g).
(4) If E=FG, then we introduce two new states: a start state s2 ST and an end state
e2END, and dene AE =(QF [QG [fs; eg; ; s; e; TF [TG [f(; s; qF ; qG); (;
fF ; fG; e)g), see Fig. 5.
(5) If E=F⊗, then we introduce two new states: an opening state op2OP and a
closing state cl2CL; and set AE =(QF [fop; clg; ; op; cl; TF [f(; op; qF); (; op;
cl); (; fF ; cl)g), see Fig. 6.
In this paper we consider only automata constructed as shown above. Thus every
shue automaton corresponds to a shue expression.
2.4. Distinguishable markers and computations
As we have already mentioned markers take part in the computation. Distinguishable
markers are of the form = n1 n2   nd 2Names=N, where N is the set of natural
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numbers and  denotes concatenation. For every marker , Ft()= n1  nd−1 denotes
the father marker of . We assume that there is a function Bp which for every marker
 denes the birth place of the marker, Bp()2OP [f?g.
The conguration of the automaton   :Names! 2Q describes the distribution of
markers between the states of the automaton.  () denotes the set of states where the
marker  is placed. Only for a nite number of markers ,  () 6= ;.
There is one main marker =1. When starting, the main marker is in the initial
state q0. It has no father, Ft(1)= , and no birth place, Bp(1)=?. Other markers are
born while performing transitions of the form t=(; op; q), with op2OP and q =2CL.
When a new marker  is born, the precondition for the transition t is that the marker
Ft(), the father of , has one of its legs in op. The state op is the birth place of the
new marker, op=Bp(). In the next conguration  is placed in fqg. The marker 
is called a son of the marker Ft().
Transitions of the kind t=(; f; cl) with cl 2CL and f =2OP kill markers. If the
marker  is killed by t then the precondition for t is that  is placed in ffg, and in
the next conguration  disappears.
Transitions of the form t=(a; p; q) change the position of one leg of some marker.
Transition t can be applied to a marker  with one leg in p, this leg is moved from
p to q.
In a similar way one performs transitions of the form t=(; s; p; q) with s2 ST , or
t=(; p; q; e) with e2END. In the former case the marker takes its leg from s and
puts one leg in p and another in q. In the latter case one leg is taken from p, one
from q and one leg is put in e. If a transition is of the form t=(; op; cl) with op2OP
and cl2CL, then one leg is moved from op to cl, but in this case the additional con-
dition should be satised, namely that the marker to be moved has no children born
in op.
Now we dene more formally one step of the computation with distinguishable
markers.
Denition 2.3. For any congurations  , , a transition t 2TE and a marker 2Names,
we write  
t; 
=) , if the following conditions are satised:
(1) If t=(; op; q); op2OP, q =2CL, then  ()= ;; op2 (Ft()), op=Bp(), and
()= fqg.
(2) If t=(; f; cl), cl 2CL; f =2OP, then  ()= ffg and ()= ;.
(3) If t=(; op; cl); op2OP; cl 2CL, then op2 (); ()= ( ()−fopg)[fclg, and
for every marker , if Bp()= op and Ft()= , then  ()= ;.
(4) If t=(; s; p; q); s2 ST , then V  () and ()= ( ()−V )[W , where V = fsg
and W = fp; qg.
(5) If t=(; p; q; e), with e2END, then exactly like in (4) with V = fp; qg and
W = feg.
(6) If t=(a; p; q); p =2OP; q =2CL, then exactly like in (4) with V = fpg and
W = fqg.
In all cases ()= (), for  6= .
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In (1) the marker  is born, in (2)  is killed, and in (3){(6)  is moved by the
transition t. In the sequel we shall say that  is moved by the transition t in all cases
(1){(6). Note that if the marker  is born in the transition (; op; q) then op=Bp().
We assume that every marker can be born only once.
Having dened
t; 
=) for any transition t 2T , we extend this notion to w; =), where w
is any sequence of transitions, w= t1    tn. We say that
 
w;
=) 
if there exist congurations  = 0; : : : ;  n= and markers 1; 2; : : : ; n such that
  i−1 ti ; i=)  i, for every 16i6n, and
  is a prex of each i.
The initial conguration in and the nal conguration n are dened as follows
in(1)= fqEg; n(1)= ffEg, and in()= n()= ; for  6=1.
The language accepted by the automaton A with distinguishable markers is
Ld(A)= flabel(w)2 j in w;1=) ng
where label is the natural homomorphism label :T! dened by label(t)= a, for
t=(a; p; q) or t=(a; p; q; r), where p; q; r 2Q, and a2[fg.
Example 2.4. The language generated by the expression E=(a((bc)⊗  d))⊗ is ac-
cepted by the automaton AE =(Q;; op1; cl1; T ), where Q=ORD[OP [CL[ ST [
END, ORD= fq1; : : : ; q10g; OP= fop1; op2g, CL= fcl1; cl2g; ST = fsg; END= feg,
= fa; b; c; dg and
T = f(1; op1; cl1); (2; op2; cl2); (3; op1; q1); (a; q1; q2); (4; q2; s); (5; s; op2; q7);
(6; op2; q3); (b; q3; q4); (7; q4; q5); (c; q5; q6); (8; q6; cl2); (9; q7; q8);
(d; q8; q9); (10; q9; q8); (11; q9; q10); (12; q10; cl2; e); (13; e; cl1); (14; q7; q10)g
(see Fig. 7). In transitions labeled by the empty word we use i; i=1; : : : ; 14 instead
of  (assuming i ), to show more clearly the process of accepting a word by AE .
The word u= abddadc2L(E) is accepted by the computation with the following
sequence of labels:
3a456b9d10d3a4529d1112137c821112131:
The computation has length equal 28; there are four markers taking part in the com-
putation: 1, 1  1, 1  1  1, and 1  2. Let  0; : : : ;  28 be the sequence of the consecutive
congurations of this computation,  0 is the initial conguration, and  28 nal. Below
we show some of the congurations appearing in the computation.
 0(1)= fop1g;
 4(1)= fop1g and  4(1  1)= fop2; q7g;
 10(1)= fop1g;  10(1  1)= fop2; q9g;  10(1  1  1)= fq4g;
 16(1)= fop1g;  16(1  1)= fop2; q9g;  16(1  1  1)= fq4g;  16(1  2)= fcl2; q8g;
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Fig. 7. Shue automaton for (a((bc)⊗  d))⊗.
 20 = 10;
 24(1)= fop1g;  24(1  1)= fcl2; q9g;
 28(1)= fcl1g.
3. Shue automata with distinguishable markers accept shue languages
Theorem 3.1. For any shue expression E; the shue automaton AE with distin-
guishable markers accepts exactly L(E).
Proof. In Section 2.3 we described the construction of the shue automaton AE cor-
responding to the shue expression E. In Part 1, we shall show that for each word
u2L(E) generated by E, there exists a computation with distinguishable markers ac-
cepting u. In Part 2 we show that each word accepted by AE is generated by E.
Part 1
Inductively on the structure of E, we show that L(E)Ld(AE).
For E= , E= ;, E= a, where a2, the inclusion is obvious.
Let AF =(QF; ; qF ; fF ; TF) and AG =(QG; ; qG; fG; TG) be the shue automata
constructed for shue expressions F and G. Suppose that L(F)Ld(AF), L(G)
Ld(AG).
Below we prove that L(E)L(AE) for each of the cases for E being F + G; F 
G; F; F  G; F⊗.
1. Let E=F + G and suppose that u2L(F). Then there exists zu 2TF such that
label(zu)= u and in
zu;1=) n in AF . Let z=(; qE; qF)  zu  (; fF ; fE). We have
in
z;1
=) n in AE , and label(z)= label(zu)= u, so u2Ld(AE).
2. If E=F  G and w2L(F)  L(G), then there exist u2L(F), v2L(G), such that
w= u  v. Thus there exist zu 2TF , zv 2TG , such that label(zu)= u, label(zv)= v,
in
zu;1=) n in AF , and in zv;1=) n in AG. We put zw = zu  t  zv, where t=(; fF ; qG).
We have in
zw;1=) n in AE , and label(zw)=w, so w2Ld(AE).
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3. In case E=F, let u2 (L(F)), then u= , or there exist u1; : : : ; un 2L(F) and
u= u1    un, for some n>0. In the former case in t;1=) n in AE , for t=(; qE; fE).
In the latter case, there exist z1; : : : ; zn 2TF , such that in zi ;1=) n in AF and
label(zi)= ui for i=1; : : : ; n:
Let zu=(; qE; qF) z1 (; fF ; qF)    zn−1 (; fF ; qF) zn (; fF ; fE). Then in zu;1=) n
in AE , and label(zu)= u.
4. If E=FG and w2L(F)L(G), then there exist u2L(F) and v2L(G), such that
w2 u v. Thus for some zu 2TF and zv 2TG , we have in zu;1=) n in AF and in zv;1=)
n in AG, label(zu)= u, and label(zv)= v. Let zw =(; s; qF ; qG)  z  (; fF ; fG; e),
where z 2 (TF [TG) is a word from zu  zv, for which label(z)=w. We have
in
zw;1=) n in AE , and label(zw)=w.
5. If E=F⊗ and u2 (L(F))⊗, then u=  or u2 u1      un, where ui 2L(F), for
i=1; : : : ; n. In the former case in
t;1
=) n in AE , for t=(; op; cl).
In the latter case, for each i, there exist zi 2TF such that label(zi)= ui, and in zi ;1=)
n in AF . Let m1; : : : ; mn be distinct natural numbers which do not appear in any
markers in the above computations. It is obvious that also ini
zi ;1mi=) ni in AF , where
ini(1  mi)= fqFg, ni(1  mi)= ffFg, and ini()= ;= ni(), for  6=1  mi.
Let
zu= xnzynt;
where x=(; op; qF), y=(; fF ; cl), and z is any word from z1  z2     zn, for
which label(z)= u.
Let IN; FIN be the initial and nal conguration of AE . We have
IN
x;1m1=)  1 x;1m2=)    n−1 x;1mn=)  n;
where  n(1)= fopg, and  n(1  mi)= fqFg, for i=1; : : : ; n. Furthermore, we have
 n
z;1
=) 1;
where 1 is dened in the following way: 1(1)= fopg, and 1(1mi)= ffFg, for
16i6n: In this computation each marker 1 mi is moved by zi and the markers do
not disturb each other in their transitions. It is easy to see that transitions ynt lead
from 1 to the nal conguration in AE .
Part 2
Here we prove that each word accepted by AE is in the language generated by E. As
it happens often with the inductive proofs, since the automata are nested in one another,
we will need to prove an invariant, for an expression E. Assume AE =(Q;; qE; fE; TE)
is the automaton constructed for E. Possibly AE is a part of some bigger shue au-
tomaton. The lemma below describes the following intuition. If a marker is moved
from the initial state to the nal one, then the transitions which move the marker
correspond, through the labelling function, to a word accepted by the automaton.
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To formulate the lemma we introduce the notion of a generalized computation. We
write
 
w;
 
for a marker  and a word w= t1    tn if there exist two sequences of congurations
 0;  1; : : : ;  n and 0; 1; : : : ; n satisfying the following conditions, for 06i6n:
1.  i()=i(), if =  or jj 6= jj,
2. if i() 6= i(), then jj= jj, and either i()= fqEg and  i()= ;, or i()= ;
and  i()= ffEg;
3. i−1
ti ; i=)  i for some marker i, and i>1,
4.  = 0 and n=:
The generalized computation is just like the normal computation a sequence of tran-
sitions, but between transitions some markers  6=  can be added to the initial state qE
or taken from the nal state fE . These additional markers are of the same length as ,
and can take part in the computation.
Lemma 3.2. Let AE =(Q;; qE; fE; TE) be the automaton constructed for an expres-
sion E; and   and  two reachable congurations of AE; w2TE ; and  is a marker.
Assume that  
w;
 ;  ()= fqEg; ()= ffEg; and  ()= ;; for all markers  of
the form =    with  6= .
Then
(i) ()= ;; for each =    with  6= ;
(ii) there exist u; v2TE such that w2 u v and u contain all those transitions from
w which move any marker of the kind    (i.e.  or any of its successors);
(iii) label(u) is generated by E; and in u;1=) n in AE;
(iv)  0
v; 
 0; where  0()= (); 0()=() for  6= ; and  0()=0()= ;.
To nish the proof of Part 2, it is enough to use the above lemma to a normal
computation  
w;
=)  with  = in, = n, =1. Then u=w; v= , and label(w)=
label(u)2L(E).
Proof of Lemma 3.2. For E= ;, the lemma is trivially true since TE = ;.
For E= ; E= a, we have TE = ftg and w= tn, for some n>1. Thus u= t; v= tn−1
and the lemma is true.
Now suppose that for two expressions F , G and automata AF =(QF; ; qF ; fF ; TF)
and AG =(QG; ; qG; fG; TG), the lemma is true; we are going to show it for AE in
each of the cases E being F + G; F  G; F; F  G; F⊗.
1. E=F + G.
Let t1 = (; qE; qF); t2 = (; qE; qG); t3 = (; fF ; fE), and t4 = (; fG; fE). The mar-
ker  is either moved by t1 or t2. We consider the rst case; the proof for the other
is similar. The computation can be decomposed into
 
x;
  1
t1 ; =)  2 y;   3 t3 ; =)  4 z;  ;
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w= xt1yt3z, and  is not moved by any transition from x and z, and y is of the form
y2yF  yG, where yF 2 (TF [ft1; t3g); yG 2 (TG [ft2; t4g) and  is not moved
by any transition from yG. We have
 2()= fqFg;  3()= ffFg
and we use the inductive assumption on the computation  2
y; 
  3 restricted to AF ,
thus  2
yF ;   3. There exist uy; vy such that yF 2 uy  vy,  is moved by uy and not
by vy, besides label(uy)2L(F), and in uy=) n in AF .
We have
w= xt1yt3z 2 xt1(yG  uy  vy)t3z x(yG  vy)z  t1uyt3
and
w2 u v
for u= t1uyt3 and some v2 x(yG  vy)z.  does not appear in transitions from v,
but appears in transitions from u. Obviously label(u)= label(uy)2L(E), in u=) n
in AE , and  0
v; 
 0 which proves (ii){(iv). Besides, (i) follows from the inductive
assumption on computations in AF and the fact that no marker with prex  appears
in states from AG.
2. E=F  G.
The computation can be decomposed into
 
x;
  1
t; 
=)  2 y;  
with  1()= ffFg; t=(; fF ; qG), and w= xty.
Furthermore x can be decomposed into x2 xF  xG, where xF 2 (TF) and xG 2
(TG [ftg), and the marker  is not moved by xG. From the inductive assumption on
the computation  
x;
  1 considered in AF only, we have that there exist uF ; vF 2TF
such that xF 2 uF  vF , the marker  is only moved by uF , label(uF)2L(F), and
in uF=) n in AF .
Furthermore, y can be decomposed into y2yF  yG, where yF 2 (TF [ftg);
yG 2TG , and  is not moved by yF .
Again, yG can be decomposed into yG 2 uG  vG, where  is only moved by uG,
label(uG)2L(G), and in uG=) n in AG.
We have
w= xty2 (xF  xG)t(yF  yG) (uF  vF  xG)t(uG  vG  yF)
 uFtuG  ((vF  xG)(vG  yF)):
Hence, there exists v2 (vF  xG)(vG yF) such that w2 uFtuG  v. Let  be any
marker with a proper prex . From the inductive assumption it follows that  1()=
;, thus () does not contain states from QF . From the inductive assumption on
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the computation  2
y; 
  in AG, it follows that () does not contain states from
QG, which settles (i). Obviously, label(uFtuG)2L(E).
3. E=F.
Let x=(; qE; qF); y=(; fF ; fE); z=(; fF ; qF), and t=(; qE; fE). The marker 
is either moved by t or by x. The rst case u= t is obvious.
In the second case the computation can be decomposed into
 
w0 ;   0
x; 
=) 1 w1 ;   1 z; =) 2 w2 ;   2   n wn;   n t; =)  n+1 wn+1 ;  
with i()= fqFg and  i()= ffFg, for every 16i6n. Inductively on i, one can
prove that, i()= ;, for each = , and that wi can be decomposed into wi 2 ui
vi, where ui 2TF and vi 2TE, and  is only moved by ui, label
(ui)2L(F), and in ui=) n in AF .
Thus
w2 xu1zu2z    uny  w0v1v2    vnwn+1:
4. E=F  G.
Let t1 = (; s; qF ; qG) and t2 = (; fF ; fG; e). The computation is decomposed into
 
x;
  1
t1 ; =)  2 y;   3 t2 ; =)  4 z;  ;
w= xt1yt2z, and  is not moved by x and z.
We have  2()= fqF ; qGg and  3()= ffF; fGg. Furthermore y is decomposed into
y2yFyGyt , with yF 2TF ; yG 2TG , and yt 2ft1; t2g. Now we use the inductive
assumptions for the computations:
 2
y; 
  3
restricted to AF and AG and we obtain decomposition of yF and yG into yF 2 uF 
vF and yG 2 uG  vG, where  is only moved by uF and uG, label(uF)2L(F);
in uF=) n in AF , label(uG)2L(G), and in uG=) n in AG. Thus, w can be decom-
posed into w2 u v with some u2 t1(uF  uG)t2 and v2 x(vF  vGyt)z.  is only
moved by u, and label(u)2L(F) L(G).
5. E=F⊗.
Let t1 = (; op; qF); t2 = (; fF ; cl), and t3 = (; op; cl). Let m>0 stand for the num-
ber of those occurrences of the transition t1 in w, which move the sons of . We
shall prove the lemma by induction on m.
If m=0, then  is only moved by t3 and the case is obvious. If m>0, then the
computation  
w;
  can be decomposed into
 
x;
  1
t1 ; k=)  2 y;   3 t2 ; k=)  4 z;  ;
where   k is the rst son of  appearing in the computation.
We also have
 2
y; k
  3
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and y can be decomposed into y2 uy  vy, with in uy; k=) n in AF; uy 2L(F), and
 02
vy; k
  03, where  02 is  2 without   k, and  03 is  3 without   k.
We have obtained a computation
 
x;
  02
vy; 
  4
z; 
 
with m− 1 occurrences of the transition t1.
Let w0= xvyz. By induction, w0 2 u0 v0 and  is only moved by u0 and label(u0)2
L(F⊗). Hence, there exists u2 u0  uy such that w2 u vy,  is only moved by u,
and label(u)2L(F⊗).
4. Computation with nondistinguishable markers
4.1. Types of markers
In this section we introduce such computations of shue automata which not only
correspond to shue languages but are also economical in terms of computational
complexity. For each shue automaton we shall dene a nite set of types of markers
and a computation with nondistinguishable markers, where markers of the same type
are not distinguishable and we only count and remember the number of markers of each
type. Thus it will be possible to simulate the computation in logarithmic space. At every
moment each marker is of some type and after each step some markers will change
their types. In the next section we shall show that the two kinds of computations: with
distinguishable and nondistinguishable markers are equivalent in the sense that they
accept the same language.
By a type of a marker we mean a sequence X =T1 T2     Td, where for each i,
Ti=(Pi; Ri; qi); PiQ and Pi 6= ;, RiPi \OP and qi 2OP [f?g. The number d is
bounded by the maximal number of nested opening states in the automaton. In the
sequel, we shall use the following notations:
 P(X )=Pd is the set of states, where the legs of the marker are placed.
 Bp(X )= qd is the birth place of the marker. This is to remember where the marker
was born. The birth place of the marker will not be changed during the computation.
 R(X )=Rd is the set of \reserved" legs, these are states where the children of the
marker will be born,
 FT (X )=T1  T2      Td−1 is the father type.
From our further construction it will follow that if there are some markers of the type X ,
then there is exactly one marker, of the type Z =FT (X ), this marker will be the father
of all markers of type X .
As we have said we shall not distinguish markers of the same type, and shall only
count the number of markers of each type. Thus, we shall not distinguish markers
which stand in the same set of states, and have the same father and the same set
of reserved legs. Note that from the construction of the shue automaton it follows
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that the birth place of the type is uniquely determined by its position. It is added for
technical reasons.
TYPES will denote the set of all possible types. The type X0 = (fq0g; ;;?) or
X0 = (fq0g; fq0g;?) is a starting type, and the type Xf =(fqfg; ;;?) is the nal type,
where q0 (qf) is the initial (nal) state of the automaton.
A conguration C is a function C :TYPES!N. For any type X , C(X ) denotes how
many markers are of the type X at the moment. We assume that there is at most one
marker in any type with reserved legs. In other words
(R:1) If R(X ) 6= ;; then C(X )61:
This condition will ensure that if there are some markers of the type X , then there
will be exactly one marker, their father, of the type FT (X ).
4.2. Computation with nondistinguishable markers
The general idea of the computation with nondistinguishable markers is the following.
If we perform one step of the computation C) t; X D, for some congurations C;D, a
transition t and a type X , then we choose any marker from the type X and change its
type according to the rules described by Denition 2.3. But there are some details we
should explain rst.
 Both congurations C and D satisfy (R.1).
 The precondition for the transition of the form t=(; op; q), with q =2CL, is that
there is exactly one marker of the type FT (X ) and op2R(FT (X )). During this
transition a new marker is born and it is of the type X =FT (X )  (fqg; ;; op) or
X =FT (X )  (fqg; fqg; op). The state op=Bp(X ) is the birth place of the new
marker.
 If during the transition t the marker moves one of its legs to a state q2OP, then q
can be reserved or not in the new type Z of the marker.
 If the marker changes its type from X to Z , then also all its successors change their
types from X Y to Z Y , for every Y 6= . This is to ensure that, during the whole
computation, if a marker is of a type X , then its father is of the type FT (X ).
 If the transition is of the kind t=(; op; cl), then the precondition for t is that there
are no markers of any type Y such that FT (Y )=X . Note that if C(Y )>0 then, by
(R.1), C(X )= 1 and the only marker from X cannot be moved by t, because it has
sons.
Now we shall describe more formally the computations of the automaton with nondis-
tinguishable markers. We start with the denition of one step of the computation.
Denition 4.1. For any congurations C;D, a transition t 2T and a type X 2TYPES,
C)t; X D is possible if the following conditions are satised: C and D satisfy (R:1)
and
(1) If t=(; op; q); op2OP; q =2CL, then P(X )= fqg; R(X )fqg\OP; op=Bp(X );
op2R(FT (X )); C(FT (X ))= 1; D(X )=C(X ) + 1.
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(2) If t=(; f; cl); cl 2CL; f =2OP, then C(X )>0; ffg=P(X ); D(X )=C(X )− 1.
(3) If t=(; op; cl); op2OP; cl 2CL, then
 C(X )>0; op2P(X ); D(X )=C(X )− 1,
 for every type Y , if FT (Y )=X; P(Y ) 6= ; and Bp(Y )= op, then C(Y )= 0,
 D(Z)=C(Z) + 1, where Z is dened as P(Z)= (P(X )− fopg)[fclg, R(Z)=
R(X )− fopg, FT (Z)=FT (X ), and Bp(Z)=Bp(X ),
 for every type of the kind X Y with Y 6= , D(Z Y )=C(X Y ) and D(X Y )
= 0.
(4) If t=(; s; p; q) with s2 START , then we set V = fsg and W = fp; qg and
 C(X )>0; V P(X ); D(X )=C(X )− 1,
 there is exactly one type Z satisfying D(Z)=C(Z)+1; P(Z)= (P(X )−V )[W;
R(Z)=R(X )[U where U W \OP; FT (Z)=FT (X ), and Bp(Z)=Bp(X ),
 for every type of the kind X Y with Y 6= ; D(Z Y )=C(X Y ) and D(X Y )
= 0.
(5) If t=(; p; q; e); e2END, then exactly like in (4) with V = fp; qg and W = feg.
(6) If t=(; p; q); p =2OP; q =2CL, then exactly like in (4) with V = fpg and
W = fqg.
No other changes. D(Y )=C(Y ) if Y 6=X in cases (1) and (2), or if Y has neither a
prex equal to X nor to Z in cases (3){(6).
A word u2 is accepted by the automaton AE with nondistinguishable markers
(it belongs to the language L(AE) then) if there exists an accepting computation for
u, or, in other words, if there exists a sequence of congurations: C0; C1; : : : ; Cm and a
sequence of transitions: w= t1t2    tm such that:
 for every 16i6m; Ci−1)ti ; XiCi, for some type Xi.
 C0 = in is the initial conguration dened by: in(X0)= 1, and in(X )= 0 for X 6=X0
(where X0 is a starting type).
 Cm=fin is the nal conguration dened by: fin(Xf)= 1, and n(X )= 0 for X 6=Xf
(where Xf is the nal type).
 u= label(w).
Example 4.2. Consider the shue automaton AE for the expression E=(a((bc)⊗ 
d))⊗. In Example 2.4 we have shown an accepting computation with distinguishable
markers for the word u= abddadc2L(E).
The word u is also accepted by a computation with nondistinguishable markers with
the same sequence of labels:
3a456b9d10d3a4529d1112137c821112131:
Let C0; : : : ; C28 be the sequence of the consecutive congurations of this computation,
C0 is the initial conguration, and C28 nal. Below we show some of the types and
congurations appearing in the computation.
T1 = (fop1g; fop1g;?); T2 =T1  (fop2; q7g; fop2g; op1); T3 =T1  (fop2; q9g; fop2g;
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op1); T4 =T3  (fq4g; ;; op2); T5 =T1  (fcl2; q8g; ;; op1); T6 =T1  (fcl2; q9g; ;; op1);
T7 = (fcl1g; ;;?):
C0(T1)= 1; C4(T1)= 1 and C4(T2)= 1; C10(T1)= 1; C10(T3)= 1 and C10(T4)= 1;
C16(T1)= 1; C16(T3)= 1; C16(T4)= 1 and C16(T5)= 1;
C20 =C10; C24(T1)= 1 and C24(T6)= 1; C28(T7)= 1:
5. Equivalence of the two kinds of computation
In this section we present the proof that computations with distinguishable and
nondistinguishable markers are equivalent. It is quite easy to change a computation
with nondistinguishable marker into a computation with distinguishable markers. At
the beginning we name the main marker =1. Afterwards, if a new marker of a type
X is born by a transition (; op; q), then we name the new marker =   i, where  is
the name of the only marker from FT (X ) and i is the number of the derivation step.
We shall present the details in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
The simulation in the other direction is much more complicated. The main idea is
that we shall dene types of markers taking part in the computation with distinguishable
markers, and we shall count markers of each type Y . But before we can do this we
should rst rearrange the computation with distinguishable markers in such a way that
the condition (R.1) will be satised. This is to ensure that for every type X , if there
are some markers of the type X , there will be exactly one marker of the father type
FT (X ).
Consider a computation with distinguishable markers in= 0
t1 ; 1=)  1    n−1 tn; n=)  n.
We dene types of markers taking part in this computation. Ti() will stand for the
type of the marker  in  i. For each q2 i()\OP, let s(i; q; ) and e(i; q; ) be two
numbers satisfying:
 s(i; q; )6i<e(i; q; ),
 q2 j(), for all s(i; q; )6j<e(i; q; ),
 q 62 j(), for j= s(i; q; )− 1 or j= e(i; q; ):
Thus s(i; q; ) is the moment when  puts its leg in q before i, and e(i; q; ) is the
moment when  takes the leg from q after i.
To dene the types Ti() we proceed as follows. If  i()= ;, then Ti()= . Other-
wise, we use induction on the length of . We start with the main marker =1, and
put Ti()= ( i(); R;?), where
R=R(Ti()) = fop2 i()\OP j there exists a marker ; Ft()= ;
Bp()= op; and  j() 6= ;; for some s(i; op; )<j<e(i; op; )g:
Thus, if there is a son  of  born in op during the period from s(i; op; ) till e(i; op; ),
then the state op is reserved in  i().
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If jj>1, then Ti(Ft()) is already dened and we set Ti()=Ti(Ft())  ( i(); R;
Bp()), where R is dened as above.
From the above denition we have that for every marker , Ti()2TYPES and
(M.1) If  i()= ;, then Ti()= .
(M.2) If  i() 6= ;, then  i()=P(Ti()).
(M.3) If  i() 6= ; then FT (Ti())=Ti(Ft()) (we assume Ti()= ).
(M.4) If  i() 6= ; and jj>1, then Bp()2R(Ti(Ft())).
From (M.3) it follows that, if  i() 6= ;, then
(M.3.1) If Ti()=Ti() then jj= jj
(M.3.2) If =   , then Ti()=Ti() Y , with jY j= jj.
(M.3.3) If Ti()=X Y , then there exist  and  such that =   , Ti()=X ,
and jY j= jj.
As we have said, the main idea how to change the computation with distinguishable
markers into a computation with nondistinguishable markers will be in counting markers
of each type Y and setting Ci(Y )= jT−1i (Y )j= jf jTi()=Ygj. But before we can do
this we should rst rearrange the computation with distinguishable markers in such a
way that condition (R.1) will be satised.
Now we shall rearrange the computation in such a way that there will be no two
markers which meet each other in any type with reserved legs. We shall say that
markers  and  meet in the set R(Ti()) in a conguration  i if:
(R:2) Ti()=Ti() and R(Ti())=R(Ti()) 6= ;:
Thus we should rst get rid of meetings.
Lemma 5.1. For any computation with distinguishable markers:
in= 0
t1 ; 1=)    tm; m=)  m=fin;
there exists a computation with the same sequence of transitions satisfying the fol-
lowing condition:
(R:3) if Ti()=Ti() and R(Ti()) 6= ;; then = :
Proof. To simplify the proof we assume that the marker  born in the step
ti ; =) has
the name =   i, for some . Thus, if 1 = 1 m1, 2 = 2 m2, and m1 =m2, then
1 = 2.
We shall clear away the meetings of markers from the computation step by step.
In each step we shall deal with one meeting. We shall consider meetings in some
specic order: rst meetings of shorter markers. Note that, by (M.3.1), if two mark-
ers  and  meet each other, then they are of the same length, jj= jj. Hence, if
two pairs of markers meet:  with  and  with  and jj= jj<jj= jj, then we
shall rst deal with the meeting of  and . Among the markers of the same length
we shall rst deal with meetings in a larger set of reserved states. More precisely,
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if  and  meet in a conguration  i and  and  meet in a conguration  j and
R(Ti())=R(Ti())j R(Tj())=R(Tj()), then we rst deal with the meeting of 
and .
There are no meetings of markers of length 1, because there is only one, main,
marker of length 1. Suppose that two markers  and  meet in a conguration  i,
satisfying (R.2). We show how to obtain the new computation 0
t1 ; 1=) 1    tm; m=) m
with the same sequence of transitions. In the new computation there will be at least
one meeting less in the set R(Ti()). It is possible that there are new meetings in
some smaller set of reserved states or of longer markers. It is obvious that after some
number of clearings there should be no meetings of markers.
Consider rst the situation when there exists q2R(Ti()) such that:
 s(i; q; )<s(i; q; )6i<e(i; q; )<e(i; q; ) or
 s(i; q; )<s(i; q; )6i<e(i; q; )<e(i; q; ).
We shall only deal with the former case (the latter is similar). In this case the marker
 stays longer in q than , i.e  arrives in q before  and leaves q after  does. We
make the following changes:
(Ch. 1) For every marker of the form =  m   (with m2N and 2Names),
if Bp( m)= q and  j() 6= ; for some j, s(i; q; )6j<e(i; q; ), then we change the
marker  for the marker  m  . In order to do this, we:
 set r( m  )= r( m  ) and r( m  )= ;, for every r, and
 replace each transition of the form t; m=) by t; m=) .
This means that all children of the marker  born in q between s(i; q; ) and e(i; q; )
become children of  (and all successors of these children become successors of ).
After these changes R(T 0i ())=R(Ti())− fqg, where T 0i () denotes the type of  in
the conguration i. Hence, in the new computation, markers  and  do not meet
in conguration i. It is possible that the marker  meets some new markers but in
a smaller set of reserved legs, and it is possible that children of  get some new
meetings, but the children are longer than  and .
Now we shall consider the case when, for each q2R(Ti()), s(i; q; )<s(i; q; )6i
<e(i; q; )<e(i; q; ) or s(i; q; )<s(i; q; )6i<e(i; q; )<e(i; q; ). In this case there
is no state in R(Ti()) where one of the two markers stays longer. Then:
(Ch. 2.1) The markers  and  exchange their names for every r>i:
 we set r()= r() and r()= r(),
 replace each transition of the form tr ; =) by tr ; =); and
 replace each transition of the form tr ; =) by tr ; =).
After this change, in every state q2R(Ti()), either  stays longer than , or  stays
longer than . Now we shall change the names of some successors of  and .
(Ch. 2.2) For every q2R(Ti()), if s(i; q; )<s(i; q; ), then:
For every marker of the form =  m  , if Bp( m)= q and  j() 6= ; for some
s(i; q; )6j<e(i; q; ), then we change  for  m   in a similar way as in (Ch. 1).
(Note that  m is a son of  born in q between s(i; q; ) and e(i; q; ), and  is a
successor of ). In this case  stays longer than  in q after the change (Ch. 2.1) and
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all sons of  born in q between s(i; q; ) and e(i; q; ) (and their successors) become
sons (and successors) of .
(Ch. 2.3) For every q2R(Ti()), if s(i; q; )<s(i; q; ), then:
For every marker of the form =  m  , if Bp( m)= q and  j() 6= ; for some
s(i; q; )6j<e(i; q; ), then we change  for  m  . In this case  stays longer than
 in q and all sons of  born in q between s(i; q; ) and e(i; q; ) (and their successors)
become sons (and successors) of .
(Ch. 2.4) If =  m  , and
Bp( m) =2R(Ti()) and  j() 6= ; for some j>i; or
Bp( m)= q2R(Ti()) and  j() 6= ; for some j>e(i; q; ),
then we change  for  m  . Sons of  born outside R(Ti()) after the moment i,
or born in some state q2R(Ti()) but after the moment e(i; q; ), become sons of .
The same applies to the successors of such markers.
(Ch. 2.5) If =  m  , and
Bp( m) =2R(Ti()) and  j() 6= ; for some j>i; or
Bp( m)= q2R(Ti()) and  j() 6= ; for some j>e(i; q; ),
then we change  for  m  .
Here, sons of  born outside R(Ti()) after the moment i, or born in some state
q2R(Ti()) but after the moment e(i; q; ) become sons of .
Again markers  and  do not meet in the conguration i. New meetings are
possible in a smaller set of reserved legs or for longer markers.
In the new computation, for every marker , its new father Ft() has one of its re-
served legs in the state Bp(), and if  is moved by a transition of the form t=(; op; cl)
then all of its children, old and new, have been already killed. To see these note the
following:
 The markers  and  have a common father, Ft()=Ft(). This is because Ti()
=Ti() yields Ti(Ft())=Ti(Ft()) and R(Ti(Ft())) is not empty since Bp()2R
(Ti(Ft())), and because Ti(Ft()) satises (R.3) since jFt()j<jj.
 If a marker of the form =  m or =  m is changing its name in (Ch. 1),
(Ch. 2.2), or (Ch. 2.3), then its new father stays longer in Bp() than its previous
father.
 All other markers which change their names, do this together with their fathers.
Now we are ready to show that every computation with distiguishable markers can
be simulated by an computation with nondistinguishable markers.
Theorem 5.2. For any computation with distinguishable markers:
in= 0
t1 ; 1=)    tm; m=)  m= n
satisfying (R:3); there exists a computation with nondistinguishable markers and the
same transitions:
in=C0)t1 ; X1    )tm; XmCm= n:
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Proof. We shall dene the computation with nondistinguishable markers conguration
after conguration so that the following condition holds:
(M.5) Ci(X )= jT−1i (X )j= jf jTi()=X gj, where Ti() stands for the type of the
marker  in the ith step.
Let X0 =T0(1) and C0(X0)= 1, C0(X )= 0, for other types X . Obviously (M.5) holds.
Suppose that we have dened the conguration Ci−1 and that it satises (M.5). Xi and
Ci are dened in the following way:
(1) If ti=(; op; q), then we set Xi=Ti(i) and Ci(Xi)=Ci−1(Xi) + 1.
(2) If ti=(; f; cl), then Xi=Ti−1(i) and Ci(Xi)=Ci−1(Xi)− 1.
(3) In other cases we set Xi=Ti−1(i), Z =Ti(i), Ci(Xi)=Ci−1(Xi)−1, Ci(Z)=Ci−1
(Z) + 1, and for every type of the kind Xi Y with Y 6= , we set Ci
(Z Y )=Ci−1(Xi Y ), and Ci(Xi Y )= 0.
We put Ci(X )=Ci−1(X ), for other types X , not mentioned above.
Again we omit the details of the proof that the transition Ci−1)ti ; XiCi is possible,
and that Ci satises (M.5), because it is straightforward. We shall only show that in
the case when ti=(; op; cl), there is no type Y with FT (Y )=Xi;Bp(Y )= op, and
Ci−1(Y )>0.
Contradicting this, suppose that such a Y exists.
Then there is  such that Ti−1()=Y (because Ci−1 satises (M.5)),
 i−1()=P(Ti−1())=P(Y ) 6= ;,
Ti−1(Ft())=FT (Ti−1())=FT (Y )=Xi,
Ti−1(i)=Xi and Bp()= op2R(Xi),
hence R(Xi) 6= ; and by (R.3) Ft()= i, a contradiction with the denition of the
computation  i−1)ti ; i i.
From the assumption that the computation with distinguishable markers satises (R.3)
it follows that Ci satises the condition (R.1).
Theorem 5.3. For any computation with nondistinguishable markers:
in=C0)t1 ; X1    )tm; XmCm= n;
there exists a computation with distinguishable markers and the same transitions:
in= 0
t1 ; 1=)    tm; m=)  m= n:
Proof. We shall construct the computation with distinguishable markers, conguration
by conguration. At the ith step, we dene the marker i and the function Ti which
describes types of all markers in the conguration. Remember that  i()=P(Ti()), so
the conguration  i is also dened.
We set  0(1)= fq0g, and  0()= ; for  6=1; T0(1)=X0, where X0 is the starting
type. Suppose that we have already dened the conguration  i−1 and that it satises
the conditions (M.1) { (M.5). We dene the marker i and the function Ti in the
following way:
(1) If ti=(; op; q), then Ci−1(FT (Xi))= 1, thus (by M.5), there exists exactly one
marker  such that Ti−1()=FT (Xi); we set: i=   i and Ti(i)=Xi:
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(2) If t=(; f; cl), then
Ci−1(Xi)>0; we choose one marker i such that Ti−1(i)=Xi, and kill i, by
setting Ti(i)= :
(3) In other cases, Ci−1(Xi)>0; we choose i such that Ti−1(i)=Xi and we set:
Ti(i)=Z , where Z is the type chosen in transition Ci−1)ti ; XiCi. We also change
the types of ancestor markers. For every marker  of the form = i  , if  i() 6= ;,
then, by (M.3.2), Ti−1()=Xi Y , and then we set Ti()=Z Y .
We omit here the details of the proof that the transition  i−1)ti ; i i is possible, and
that  i and Ti satises (M.1){(M.5), because it is straightforward. We shall only show
that in the case when ti=(; op; cl) there is no  such that Ft()= i;Bp()= op, and
 i−1() 6= ;:
Suppose that such a  exists. We set Y =Ti−1(),
by (M.3), FT (Y )=Ti−1(Ft())=Ti−1(i)=Xi,
Bp(Y )=Bp(Ti−1())=Bp()= op,
and by (M.5), Ci−1(Y )>0, a contradiction with the denition of the transition
Ci−1)Ci:
6. Shue languages are in one-way-NSPACE(log n)
In Section 3 we have proven that L(E) is accepted by the automaton with distin-
guishable markers.
First we shall show that for every w2L(E) there exists an accepting computation
with at most d  jwj markers, where d is the maximal number of nested shue closure
operators in the expression E. Consider an accepting computation for w. We shall say
that a transition t is silent if it is labelled by the empty word. Besides, we call a marker
 redundant if all markers of the form    (i.e.  and its successors) are moved only
by silent transitions. It is easy to see that if we get rid of all redundant markers and
all transitions moving those markers, then we obtain an accepting computation for w
with at most d  jwj markers.
From the proof of Theorem 5.2 it follows that there is an accepting computation
with at most d  jwj nondistinguishable markers.
Now we dene a one-way nondeterministic Turing machine M which accepts L(E)
in logarithmic space. M simulates the automaton AE with nondistinguishable markers.
On its work tape M keeps the current conguration of the automaton AE . Every cong-
uration of AE can be kept in logarithmic space because there are at most jTypesj many
numbers of size d  jwj to remember. In each step M guesses the next conguration Ci,
transition to be taken ti and the type Xi, and checks if the step Ci−1)ti ; XiCi is possible.
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